Newly identified hominin trackways from the Cape south coast of South Africa

Three new Pleistocene hominin tracksites have been identified on the Cape south coast of South Africa, one in the Garden Route National Park and two in the Goukamma Nature Reserve, probably dating to Marine Isotope Stage 5. As a result, southern Africa now boasts six hominin tracksites, which are collectively the oldest sites in the world that are attributed to Homo sapiens. The tracks were registered on dune surfaces, now preserved in aeolianites. Tracks of varying size were present at two sites, indicating the presence of more than one trackmaker, and raising the possibility of family groups. A total of 18 and 32 tracks were recorded at these two sites, respectively. Ammotraces were present at one site. Although track quality was not optimal, and large aeolianite surface exposures are rare in the region, these sites prove the capacity of coastal aeolianites to yield such discoveries, and they contribute to what remains a sparse global hominin track record. It is evident that hominin tracks are more common in southern Africa than was previously supposed.

Significance:
- Three new Pleistocene hominin trackways have been identified on the Cape south coast, bringing the number of known fossil hominin tracksites in southern Africa to six.
- The tracks were all registered on dune surfaces, now preserved as aeolianites.
- These are the six oldest tracksites in the world that are attributed to Homo sapiens.
- Hominin tracks are more common in southern Africa than was previously supposed.

Introduction

The Cape south coast of South Africa has been shown to be of pivotal importance in the origin of cognitively modern humans in the Middle Stone Age, with sites such as Blombos Cave, Pinnacle Point, and Klasies River achieving international renown. Examples of the early emergence of modern human behaviour include adornment through the use of ochre, creation of jewellery, development of microlithic technology, heat treatment of stone tools, manufacture of bone tools, and the creation of abstract symbols, both as petroglyphs and pictographs. Marean, documenting the first known systematic exploitation of seafood by humans, postulated that the Cape south coast formed a refugium that facilitated human survival during the harsh climate of Marine Isotope Stage (MIS) 6.

Fortuitously, the surfaces of unconsolidated dunes on which those early humans trod and travelled during the Pleistocene have the capacity to be preserved on the current coastline as aeolianites (cemented dune deposits), and to provide a record of events that transpired on them. Ichnology, the study of tracks and traces, therefore has the potential to complement this corpus of research. Indeed, our Cape south coast ichnology project has documented more than 250 vertebrate tracksites in our study area (Figure 1), which extends for 350 km from the town of Arniston in the west to the Robberg peninsula in the east. For example, the presence of giraffe, crocodiles, and breeding sea turtles was not suspected from the skeletal record, and has only been established through the presence of their tracks.

Ichnological evidence of the human presence on this coast was confirmed through description of a hominin tracksite at Brenton-on-Sea. This discovery added to the sparse number of reported Pleistocene southern African hominin tracksites, namely Langebaan on the west coast and Nahoon on the southeast coast. While the Langebaan tracks have not been universally accepted as having been made by humans, for the purposes of this article we follow the consensus that they are of probable hominin origin. As a result, southern Africa currently lays claim to the only hominin tracksites in the world older than 46 ka that have been attributed to Homo sapiens.

In our continuing exploration of the Cape south coast we have identified further tracksites, which we are comfortable in ascribing to hominin trackmakers. The purpose of this article is to describe these newly identified ichnosites, to consider criteria for the identification of hominin tracks in this region in softer substrates, and to consider the implications of these discoveries. We confine ourselves here to tracks of unshod humans; the possibility of humans sometimes using footwear in this region during the Middle Stone Age will be discussed elsewhere.

Background

The global hominin track record

Comprehensive reviews of global hominin tracksites and hominin ichnotaxonomy are found in Lockley et al., Kim et al., and Bennett and Morse. Lockley et al. listed 63 sites, and Bennett and Morse listed 44 sites. Further sites have been reported subsequent to the publication of these reviews. Compared with the three southern African sites thus far reported, there are only six generally accepted older hominin tracksites in the world, and none of these are attributed to Homo sapiens. Thus southern Africa has to date proven to be the region in which to search for Middle Stone Age tracks of our species.
While the southern African sites (including the new sites we describe here) all occur on aeolianite surfaces, this is not a common phenomenon from a global perspective. Solidified volcanic ash deposits or undisturbed cave floor deposits are not only uncommon, but also have the capacity to preserve track morphology in greater detail than do the southern African aeolianites. Belvedere and Farlow proposed a four-point scale (0–1–2–3) for quantifying the preservation quality of vertebrate tracks.

Tracks registered and preserved in dune facies usually will not score more than 2 on this scale. Another feature of the global record is that the majority of hominin tracksites are preserved in epirelief (i.e. as natural impressions on the original surface), while in southern Africa these sites are mostly preserved in hyporelief (i.e. as natural casts on the infill surface).

**The southern African hominin track record**

The three previously reported southern African sites (Figure 1), in order of their initial description, are:

1. The Nahoon site, situated in South Africa’s Eastern Cape province, and comprising three hominin tracks in hyporelief, was identified in 1964. The tracks occur in the Nahoon Formation of the Algoa Group. Soon after its discovery, the in-situ aeolianite slab containing the tracks collapsed. However, the tracks were recovered, and are housed in the East London Museum (South Africa). They have been dated through optical stimulation luminescence (OSL) to ~124 ka.

2. The Langebaan tracksite, situated on the Cape west coast in South Africa’s Western Cape Province, and comprising three probable hominin tracks in epirelief, was identified in 1995. The tracks occur in the Langebaan Formation of the Sandveld Group. The tracks were recovered and are housed in the Iziko South Africa Museum, Cape Town. They have been dated through OSL to ~117 ka.

3. The Brenton-on-Sea site, comprising as many as 40 tracks in hyporelief and cross-section on the ceiling and walls of a small coastal cave, was identified in 2016 and reported on in 2018. The tracks occur in aeolianites in the Waenhuiskrans Formation of the Bredasdorp Group. The tracks were made by a party of humans moving rapidly down a dune slope. Short trackways were evident. An age estimate of 90 ka was obtained using carbonate diagenesis and stratigraphic correlation to nearby dated sites. The tracks were not manually recoverable, and a digital record was obtained through photogrammetry. OSL results are awaited.

Tuttle developed criteria for hominin track identification:

- The hallux (digit I) is aligned with the four lateral toes (digits II–V), which are short and straight.
- The tip of the hallux is bulbous, not tapered.
- The tips of the hallux and adjacent second and third toes do not project markedly beyond one another.
- A prominent medial longitudinal arch is evident.

Morse et al., in reporting on Holocene tracks (including human tracks) from Namibia, examined the influence of different substrates on footprint morphology. Anticipating the possible identification of further southern African sites, and appreciating that Tuttle’s criteria applied to near-ideal substrates and track preservation, Helm et al. reviewed described sites from the region and considered putative sites, developing criteria on which to base the investigation of future discoveries.

In a further development, Helm et al. reported an evidence that hominins left more than just tracks on these surfaces, and that patterns indicating a hominin ‘signature’ could be identified on aeolianite surfaces. These patterns could represent the creation of palaeo-art or abstract motifs, messaging or foraging. The term ‘ammoglyph’ was coined to describe such findings. One site included possible human knee impressions, adding to a very sparse global record of such features.

Next described was the first example on the Cape south coast of Middle Stone Age tools embedded in a Pleistocene track-bearing palaeo-surface, containing tracks of crocodiles, birds and mammals. The tracksites we describe here therefore need to be considered in the broader context of features related to human activity on Pleistocene aeolianite surfaces on the Cape south coast, including ammoglyphs and Middle Stone Age tools, and the possibility of shod human tracks.

**Geological context**

Pleistocene sediments on the Cape south coast form part of the Bredasdorp Group. Within this Group, Pleistocene aeolianites, cemented palaeodunes and interdune areas of calcarenite, form part of the Waenhuiskrans Formation. We are confident that the tracksites described here occur in situ in aeolianites, and not in marine deposits of the Klein Brak Formation. These Pleistocene deposits have been dated to between 400 ka and 36 ka through OSL, with dated results indicating several MIS 5 deposits.

Aeolianites extend intermittently along much of South Africa’s present-day coastline, and are well exposed in embayments on or near the shoreline. They are composed of medium- to fine-grained sand with a high carbonate content derived from marine shell fragments. They lithify as a result of the downward percolation of rainwater in the meteoric diagenetic zone; the carbonate shell component is mobilised and re-deposited as interstitial cement within the sandstone matrix.

The sites described here occur within or close to the Wilderness Embayment. Here the Pleistocene stratigraphy consists mostly of...
MIS 6 and MIS 5 deposits, draped by an unconsolidated unit of modern dunes.\(^\text{44}\) OSL dates from this region range from 148 ka ± 10 ka to 79 ka ± 9 ka.\(^\text{44}\)

The distance of the tracks from the coastline at the time they were registered is related to Pleistocene sea-level oscillations and the periodic exposure of the Palaeo-Agulhas Plain, as a result of global temperature changes. For example, around 91 ka, during MIS 5c, sea levels were as much as 45 m lower than at present, and the coastline in this area was up to 60 km seaward of the present-day coast.\(^\text{42} - \text{43}\) In contrast, around 126 ka, at the time of the peak MIS 5e high-stand,\(^\text{45}\) sea levels were 6–8 m higher than present.\(^\text{44}\) Because Quaternary tectonic activity is considered minimal along the Cape south coast,\(^\text{46}\) in-situ strata lie at or close to their original angles of deposition, often at the angle of repose of wind-blown sand.

Less than a quarter of the Cape south coast comprises Pleistocene exposures. The remainder consists of Palaeozoic quartzite, sandstone and shale exposures of the Cape Supergroup, Precambrian granite exposures of the Cape Granite Suite, and expanses of beach and unconsolidated Holocene beach and dune sediments.\(^\text{56}\)

Tracksites, once exposed, are subjected to erosive forces of wind and wave, including wave action. Consequently, there is often a relatively short window in which to document such sites before their quality deteriorates or they are destroyed entirely.

**Methods**

Global Positioning System readings were taken using a handheld device. Locality data were repositioned with the African Centre for Coastal Palaeoecology at Nelson Mandela University, South Africa, to be made available to bona fide researchers upon request. Tracksites were interpreted in the field through correlation to dated deposits, and samples were taken for OSL dating.

Where appropriate, track length, track width, track depth, pace length, stride length, and thickness of foresets were measured.\(^\text{55}\) Results were recorded in centimetres. Dip and strike measurements were recorded.

Where feasible, a 50 cm x 50 cm grid system was employed to create a sketch map of the track-bearing surfaces, along with a numbering system for the tracks. Trackway maps were developed using Adobe Illustrator (version 23.0.3) and Microsoft PowerPoint (version 1908).

Photographs were taken, including images for photogrammetry.\(^\text{48}\) Photogrammetry 3D models were generated with Agisoft MetaShape Professional (v. 1.0.4) using an Olympus TG-5 camera (focal length 4.5 mm; resolution 4000 x 3000; pixel size 1.56 x 1.56 um). The final images were rendered using CloudCompare (v2.6.3.beta); details are provided in the relevant image captions.

**Results**

**Site 1: Garden Route National Park**

Site 1 lies within the coastal section of the Garden Route National Park, between the towns of Wilderness and Sedgefield. The tracks occur on the ceiling of a cave at the foot of aeolianite cliffs. We generated a trackway map of this surface (Figure 2). The strike of this surface is 100°, with a gentle dip of 4°. This cave is situated near the high water mark (Figure 3a). Its interior and ceiling are buffeted by waves during high tides and storm surges.

As many as 18 tracks occur as natural casts (i.e. in hyporelief) on this ceiling, although some of these have indistinct margins or are not accessible for analysis. For this reason, we have only assigned identifier labels to seven of the tracks (Track A – Track G). The tracks have a compound aspect, i.e. the stratigraphically lower expressions are rounded oval ‘casts’ (convex hyporelief) resembling a boat hull, and interpreted as transmitted tracks impacting layers a few laminae below where the trackmakers made direct ‘true track’ contact with the substrate.\(^\text{58}\) Where these transmitted track surfaces have been eroded into, it is possible to observe the cross-sections of the nested, convex-down laminae, just above the more widely exposed surface revealing the transmitted track casts in hyporelief. Thus the generic term ‘track’ can refer to the stacked sequence in which the ‘true track’ is nested in, and expressed by, its underlying transmitted track features.

The cave has a sandy floor; the vertical distance from floor to ceiling is 190 cm at the dripline at the seaward end. From here it extends into the cliffs in a northerly direction, and the vertical distance between floor and ceiling decreases to a minimum of 75 cm (Figure 3b). From this point it continues as a tunnel in a more northwesterly direction to a northwestern entrance, with a vertical distance between floor and ceiling of 150 cm at this entrance. The total length of this cave/tunnel is 8 m. All the tracks occur in the seaward (southern) portion.

Two further track-bearing surfaces are preserved in epirelief below the main layer. One surface lies 43 cm below the main layer, and contains ~24 small, unidentifiable tracks on a rippled surface. The second lies a further 8 cm lower in the section, and contains 16 small- and medium-sized bovid tracks. Still lower in the section are heavily bioturbated layers. The tracks of the main track-bearing surface in the deeper portion of the cave can only be accessed with some difficulty via a 30 cm gap between bedding planes.

The site was initially identified in 2013, but only analysed in detail in 2019. While photographs confirm that there was minimal degradation of the tracks between 2013 and 2019, a significant interval change occurred over a 6-week period in 2019 following storm surges, resulting in the partial loss of one of the better-preserved tracks (Track A). Further subsequent degradation of the surface has occurred (Figure 3c, 3d).

With one exception (described below) the tracks have a similar south-southwest orientation of ~222°. The main trackway appears very straight, with a narrow straddle (Figure 4a). While some of these tracks have indistinct margins, the three best-preserved tracks exhibit the following dimensions:

- **Track A**: 24 cm long, 11 cm wide, maximum depth 6.5 cm
- **Track B**: 26 cm long, 12 cm wide, maximum depth of 7.5 cm
- **Track C**: 24 cm long, 11 cm wide, depth not measurable

![Figure 2: Trackway map of Site 1.](https://doi.org/10.17159/sajs.2020/8156)
When viewed in sagittal section, the deepest points of these tracks are in their anterior (seaward) portions (Figure 4b). Photogrammetry was applied to the portion of the surface containing Track B and Track C (Figure 4c).

Although it is partly eroded, Track C appears to exhibit evidence of a medial longitudinal arch on its western aspect, and relative widening of its seaward (southern) portion along with vague evidence of a hallux orientated in the longitudinal access of the track. Consequently, it appears to be a natural cast of a left foot impression. We infer that the trackmaker was heading in an approximately southerly direction down a gently inclined surface.

This inference is borne out by the appearance of Track B in coronal section, which, although it shows little other morphological detail, is steeper on its western aspect than its eastern aspect, suggesting that it is a natural cast of a right foot impression (Figure 4d). The pace length between Track B and Track C is 82 cm.

A similar coronal section profile is evident in Track A, suggesting that it too is a natural cast of a right foot impression. If this is the case, and Tracks A and B form part of the same trackway, then the stride length between them is 165 cm.

If this analysis is accurate, then unfortunately the area where a left track would have occurred between tracks A and B has been eroded away. However, the remnants of a number of other tracks are evident on the ceiling in this eroded area, and layers in the side wall of the cave in this area show significant deformation, indicating that a substantial number of tracks must once have been present (Figure 4e).

An alternative interpretation is that one of these large eroded tracks, e.g. Track D, formed part of the trackway that includes Track B and Track C (Track D appears to be of approximately similar size to Tracks A, B and C, but is too eroded to permit detailed measurement). In this case, stride length would be ~145 cm.

More tracks are evident in hyporelief in the deeper, less accessible section of the cave, in the same axis as the putative trackway. However, these tracks do not appear to be well defined, and do not exhibit detailed morphology.

Of the tracks that are amenable to measurement, some appear to be significantly smaller than others, although Tracks A, B and C are similar in size, with characteristic hominin dimensions. For example, just west of Track A, and with similar orientation, is a probable track with a length of 13 cm (Track E). Close to the eroded area described above, one very eroded track (not shown in Figure 2) measures 15 cm in length and 8 cm in width, with a distinct vestigial outline and evidence of a medial longitudinal arch. The smallest natural cast feature, 9.5 cm in length and 5.5 cm in width, lies west of Track B. Because it contained no further distinguishing features, and although we assigned it a label (Track F), we could not be certain that it represented a hominin track.

In a seaward direction from Track C, and ~90 cm from it, another track is evident in hyporelief (Track G). Its orientation is almost perpendicular to that of the other tracks, with a bearing of 131°. It measures 24 cm in length and 10 cm in width (again consistent with the approximate dimensions of Tracks A, B and C), with a maximum depth of 5 cm and a minimum depth of 2.5 cm (Figure 5a). A heel-drag impression of 6 cm is apparent. As in the case of Track C, it appears broader in its anterior
Figure 4: (a) Tracks in putative trackway are indicated with arrows, demonstrating narrow straddle: the top arrow points to Track C, the middle arrow points to Track B, and the bottom arrow points to Track A. (b) Tracks B (left) and C (right) are indicated with arrows; Track B is deeper in its anterior (seaward) portion; scale bar = 10 cm. (c) Photogrammetry colour mesh of Tracks B and C at Site 1, using 131 images. Track F is also visible, at top left. Photos were taken an average of 46.3 cm from the surface. The reprojection error is 0.488 pix. Vertical and horizontal scales are in metres. (d) Track B is steeper on its western (left in this photograph) aspect than its eastern aspect. (e) Track D; scale bar = 10 cm.
by some post-separation exposure, likely reflects the original quality of important, as it suggests the quality of preservation, although affected dissolved away by forceful and direct marine erosion. This distinction is directly as the result of layers below the casts being actively eroded and exposed palaeosurface. Moreover, the separation resulted from the falling probably the original track-bearing surface, and thus a temporarily overhang), we are encouraged to infer that the separation layer was (on the fallen block) and corresponding natural casts (on the in-situ surface is evident in situ as hyporelief casts in cliffs that rise above the upper end of a beach, and as corresponding epirelief impressions on the upper surface of a fallen block at the foot of these cliffs (Figure 6a, 6b). The in-situ hyporelief surface has a strike measurement of 71°, with a dip measurement of 35°. The surface represents the infill layer of a Pleistocene dune, at the angle of repose of windborne sand. It measures 320 cm in width (east–west) and 260 cm from north to south. Its lowest point (at the northern end) is 270 cm above the basal sand level. Its highest point (at the southern end) is 418 cm above this sand level. In contrast to Site 1, through the existence of both natural impressions (on the fallen block) and corresponding natural casts (on the in-situ overhang), we are encouraged to infer that the separation layer was probably the original track-bearing surface, and thus a temporarily exposed palaeosurface. Moreover, the separation resulted from the falling of the lower block, and perhaps a weakness at the palaeosurface, and not directly as the result of layers below the casts being actively eroded and dissolved away by forceful and direct marine erosion. This distinction is important, as it suggests the quality of preservation, although affected by some post-separation exposure, likely reflects the original quality of preservation on the track-bearing surface, and characteristics that the palaeosurface developed when exposed. These characteristics may have included subtle weathering of the tracks before burial.

The surface can be informally divided into four track-bearing areas. We created a trackway map of the hyporelief surface, which indicates these areas (Figure 7). To the west are 18 tracks which we interpret as having been registered in a north-to-south (upslope) direction. We label this Section A, and number these tracks from A1 to A18. It is evident that there are too many tracks in this section to have been formed by one trackmaker. Beginning near the northern (lower) area of these tracks, two approximately parallel trackways, containing six and five tracks, extend diagonally upslope in a southeasterly direction. The more southerly (more upslope) trackway contains six tracks. We label this Section B, and number these tracks from B1 to B6. The more northerly (more downslope) trackway contains five tracks. We label this Section C, and number these tracks from C1 to C5. Two further tracks, which we label D1 and D2, are evident further to the east in cross-section, where the track-bearing surface meets the cliff.

At a sectional distance of 80 cm below the main track-bearing surface there is another track-bearing layer, with unidentifiable tracks evident in cross-section and in hyporelief. A further probable track-bearing layer is evident in cross-section 70 cm below this layer.

The epirelief surface on the fallen block measures 270 cm from east to west and 280 cm from north to south. It is sometimes covered by sand. Not as many tracks are registered in epirelief, and their state of preservation is generally of inferior quality to those seen in hyporelief. However, this surface enables easier appreciation of numerous downslope displacement rims, which correspond to depressions on the hyporelief surface. It contains one track that is not apparent on the hyporelief surface, as the infill of this track must have broken off from the hyporelief surface when the block broke off. It is sharply outlined, and fills the depression on the epirelief surface (Figure 6c). Its anterior portion is wider than the posterior portion. In total there are therefore 32 tracks.

Site 2: Goukamma Nature Reserve

Site 2 lies on the coastline of the Goukamma Nature Reserve, between the towns of Sedgefield and Buffels Bay. It was initially identified in 2012, but not analysed in detail until 2019. No significant deterioration appears to have taken place during this time interval. The track-bearing surface is evident in situ as hyporelief casts in cliffs that rise above the upper end of a beach, and as corresponding epirelief impressions on the upper surface of a fallen block at the foot of these cliffs (Figure 6a, 6b). The in-situ hyporelief surface has a strike measurement of 71°, with a dip measurement of 35°. The surface represents the infill layer of a Pleistocene dune, at the angle of repose of windborne sand. It measures 320 cm in width (east–west) and 260 cm from north to south. Its lowest point (at the northern end) is 270 cm above the basal sand level. Its highest point (at the southern end) is 418 cm above this sand level.

Figure 5: (a) Track G, lightly outlined in white chalk. White horizontal scale bar = 10 cm. (b) Photogrammetry colour mesh of Track G, using 59 images. Photos were taken an average of 34.2 cm from the surface. The reprojection error is 0.554 pix. Vertical and horizontal scales are in metres.
Figure 6: (a) The figure is standing on the top of the loose slab containing the tracks in epirelief (indicated by arrow) and analysing the tracks on the hyporelief surface. (b) The hyporelief surface of Site 2, viewed from a distance. (c) Close-up view of the track that is only evident on the epirelief surface. (d) Close-up view of Track A7.

Figure 7: Trackway map of Site 2.
While some tracks in Section A are substantially longer than they are wide, and there is a size difference between some of the better-preserved tracks (suggesting the presence of more than one trackmaker), the outlines of others are poorly preserved or are truncated by the edge of the surface. Therefore, not all of these tracks were amenable to measurement. In some cases, where a probable medial longitudinal arch was present, left or right tracks could be identified (Figure 6d). Better preserved track morphology (including overall track dimensions and the presence of a medial longitudinal arch in some tracks) was noted in Trackway B. Measured dimensions, along with comments, are provided in Supplementary table 1. We applied photogrammetry to the hyporelief surface (Figure 8a) along with detailed views (Figure 8b, 8c), and the epirelief surface (Supplementary figure 1).

Sections A and B each provided evidence of a trackway. In the case of Section A, where many tracks were noted, with a similar longitudinal axis, but of varying size, a number of plausible trackways were identified, but none were unequivocal. Intertrack distances (plausible putative pace lengths) are presented in Supplementary table 2.
Site 3: Goukamma Nature Reserve

Site 3 lies on a southeast-facing truncation surface, with a dip of 25°, on the coastline of the Goukamma Nature Reserve, between the towns of Sedgefield and Buffels Bay. It was one of the sites described by Helm et al.\textsuperscript{35}, because of the presence of a number of sub-parallel grooves (one of which showed possible evidence of deliberate lengthening) as well as a number of smaller circular depressions, all clustered around an impression of what resembled the anterior portion of a left human foot (Figure 9a). It was postulated that this was an ammoglyph, possibly indicating messaging or foraging behaviour. The putative partial foot impression showed evidence of a hallux (aligned in the longitudinal axis) and two adjacent rows of digit impressions, explained by a slight pivot to the left (Figure 9b). Because only a single possible footprint was apparent, Helm et al.\textsuperscript{35} were cautious not to propose any firm conclusion as to its origin.

Subsequently, further observations have been made at this site, following substantial scouring by wave action that led to the removal of a large amount of sand, which exposed underlying strata (Figure 9c). Two more partial impressions with patterns consistent with those of the anterior portions of human feet, including hallux and digits, have been identified. Unfortunately, both are truncated by surface margins. A ‘stride length’ of ~83 cm was measured between the newly identified (left) track at the bottom end of the main surface and the initially identified left partial foot impression. This left track was 9 cm wide, and was truncated 6 cm behind the front of the hallux, which measured ~2 cm in width. A ridge was present between the impressions of the hallux and putative digit II (Figure 9d).

A further putative partial hominin track was noted at the edge of a bedding plane surface a few centimetres lower than the main surface. It exhibited five impressions in epirelief (consistent with digit impressions of a right foot), separated by ridges, with a total width of 10 cm, suggesting that the trackmaker was heading upslope and slightly to the left of the fall line. The track was truncated 8 cm behind the front of the hallux.

Furthermore, grooves similar to those on the main surface were noted on these underlying surfaces. Two grooves, each ~12 cm long, and 10 cm apart at their upper ends and 7 cm apart at their lower ends, were noted on a surface situated 30 cm below the main surface. Maximum width of the left groove was 2 cm, and maximum width of the right groove was 3 cm. Faint rims were present beside these grooves. An infilled probable elephant pes impression, 37 cm long and 26 cm wide, was noted on this surface, at a distance of 200 cm from the grooves.

A further single deep groove was noted 220 cm to the right of these two grooves, on the same bedding plane surface. It was 10 cm in length, but truncated at its lower end. Maximum width was 2 cm, and a faint rim was present.

Figure 9: (a) The originally documented surface of Site 3, with central putative forefoot impression (indicated by arrow) and surrounding groove features; scale bars = 10 cm and 25 cm. (b) Photogrammetry colour mesh: tight tilt view of putative footprint on main surface of Site 3, using 27 images. Photos were taken an average of 0.466 m from the surface. The reprojection error is 0.243 pix. Vertical and horizontal scales are in metres. (c) Site 3 after extensive scouring by wave action; white arrows indicate the three probable partial human tracks; black arrows indicate newly exposed groove features; scale bar = 10 cm. (d) Newly identified probable partial human track, lightly outlined in white chalk; scale bar = 10 cm; this track is indicated by the middle white arrow in (c).
Site 4: Brenton-on-Sea

Site 4 is situated on the coast below the town of Brenton-on-Sea. A possible hominin tracksite is situated 330 m east of the previously documented hominin tracksite. Tracks occur in a cliff-parallel, shore-parallel orientation, and are preserved in a cliff exposure, in hyporelief and cross-section, on a truncation surface that dips gently to the west. They exhibit more relief in their downslope (western) portions. Of the seven tracks that are evident, the western tracks occur in low relief (Figure 10a), the eastern tracks are deeper (Figure 10b), and the dimensions of others are not measurable. Considerable deformation of underlying layers is evident in cross-section below the eastern tracks.

An apparent narrow straddle was observed. Protrusions of the cliffs obscure the probable locations of some tracks. Distances measured between tracks might therefore represent stride lengths or multiples of pace lengths. We measured these, from east to west, as 191 cm, 66 cm, 110 cm, 73 cm, 63 cm and 70 cm. In only three cases could reliable track dimensions be obtained, and in only one case could track width be determined. From west to east:

- Length 23 cm, maximum depth 6 cm
- Length 21 cm, width 11-12 cm, maximum depth 6 cm
- Length 18 cm, maximum depth 5 cm

![Figure 10](image-url)

**Figure 10:** (a) The western tracks at Site 4, indicated by arrows, are in lower relief; scale bar = 10 cm. (b) The eastern tracks at Site 4, indicated by arrows, are deeper; scale bar = 10 cm.

Discussion

**Tracksite interpretation**

Sites 1 and 2 are similar in some respects to the previously described Brenton-on-Sea site. In each case, multiple tracks (respectively 18, 32, and 40) are present, preserved in hyporelief. However, details of foot morphology, in particular with respect to digit morphology, are not well preserved at Sites 1 and 2. In all three cases, footprints of various sizes are present, indicating the presence of more than one trackmaker, and raising the possibility of family groups, as has been inferred at other hominin tracksites. However, size variability is by no means random. On the contrary, at Site 1, Site 2 and the previously described Brenton-on-Sea site, there is considerable consistency in the size and shape of the larger tracks, which are characteristic of adult unshod humans. The smaller tracks indicate active juveniles (not infants) whose stature can be estimated, as discussed below. Putative pace lengths are greater at Site 1 than at Site 2. While this may in part be related to trackmaker size, it is probably also a reflection of downslope travel (Site 1) compared to upslope travel (Site 2).

Site 1 is also similar to the Brenton-on-Sea site in that the track-bearing surface is susceptible to erosion through spring high tides and storm surges. In both cases, the 3D photogrammetric studies that have been performed have created a digital preservation archive, as these sites are not amenable to physical recovery, and replication through traditional means runs the risk of damaging the tracks.

Site 3 is in a different category: whereas only two or three footprint impressions are preserved (in epirelief), this is an advance over the single possible human forefoot impression reported at this site by Helm et al. The presence of hallux and digit impressions consistent with a human trackmaker is significant, even though no complete track impressions are evident. Furthermore, the unexpected finding of grooves on multiple surfaces buttresses the contention that Site 3 is an ammoglyph site, suggesting an area that was repeatedly used by humans over an interval of time.

Site 4 has potential as a possible hominin tracksite, but nothing more conclusive can be stated until further features are exposed, through either an excavation or natural forces of erosion. It illustrates the challenges associated with aeolianite sites: cross-sectional exposures may indicate the presence of tracks, and may suggest a hominin trackmaker, but provide only limited information in the absence of larger surface exposures. In fact, all four sites described here are potentially amenable to further investigation through excavation, and the advantages and disadvantages (including the risk to personal safety in the case of caves and overhangs) of such an approach, compared with monitoring of the effects of erosive processes, need to be weighed up.

Samples have been taken for OSL dating from Site 1, Site 2 and Site 3, as well as from the previously described Brenton-on-Sea site. Based upon results of previous dating studies from the Wilderness Embayment, we anticipate that the results obtained from these samples will likely be from sub-stages of MIS 5.

**The role of substrate**

Tuttle’s criteria apply, in our view, to near-ideal substrates and track preservation. While meeting them might be a laudable goal, strict adherence to them will lead to under-identification of hominin tracksites. Site 1 and Site 2 illustrate the challenges of identifying hominin tracks that were registered in unconsolidated surfaces of sand.

In the case of unconsolidated sand substrates, there is an ideal for track preservation between the extremes of too firm and too soft, and too wet and too dry. Moist dune sand more readily preserves identifiable footprints. Slope steepness plays an additional role in footprint morphology and in the presence, position and appearance of displacement rims. Bennett and Morse summarised the role of substrate differences with respect to hominin track morphology.
Essentially, if moisture content is too high or too low, or if substrates are too firm or too soft, track morphology will be sub-optimally preserved. The relative lack of track detail evident at Sites 1 and 2 is most likely a reflection of the tracks (some of which we interpret as transmitted tracks) having been made in fairly soft dune surfaces, compounded by some degree of post-exhumation weathering and erosion. The substantial down-slope displacement rims at Site 2 are consistent with the steepness of the dune slope. These sites may be compared with the example of the Happisburgh tracksite in the United Kingdom\textsuperscript{64}, where 50 tracks with a hominin outline were described, but only two exhibited evidence of digit traces.

**Distinguishing features**

At Site 1 and Site 2 we used a combination of the following features in our identification, in addition to searching for standard features such as medial longitudinal arch, and hallux and other digits:

- straight trackway
- narrow straddle
- long pace length
- tracks are much longer than they are wide
- tracks are broader anteriorly (forefoot) than posteriorly (hindfoot)
- coronal section profile is steeper laterally than medially.

While each of these in isolation may not be diagnostic, in combination we contend that they may allow the identification of hominin tracks, even in softer sub-optimal substrates.

Knowledge of other candidate Pleistocene trackmakers from the region, that could conceivably create tracks with these features, is imperative. In this regard, other hominins, such as *Homo naledi* or *Homo helmei*, cannot be excluded, but are unlikely, and there are no comparisons to refer to between putative tracks of these species and *H. sapiens*.\textsuperscript{6,24} 

The track dimensions are much too large to have been made by other extant primates in the region – *Papio ursinus* (chacma baboons) or *Chlorocebus pygerythrus* (vervet monkeys) – which are in any event quadrupedal.\textsuperscript{65}

Overstepping by large vertebrate trackmakers may lead to compound manus-pes track sets that are significantly longer than they are wide. Equids employ such a gait pattern more frequently than bovids.\textsuperscript{66} In this gait pattern, the hind feet, rather than being placed in the impressions made by the front feet (direct register), are placed just ahead of them; thus the pes ‘oversteps’ the manus. However, tracks of the hind feet of equids and large bovids are typically slightly narrower than the tracks of their front feet. In order for the anterior portion of such a compound track to appear slightly wider than the posterior portion (and thus resemble a human footprint), the pes would need to be placed behind the manus track (understepping), a phenomenon associated with a much slower gait speed.\textsuperscript{66} Such a gait would be associated with a much shorter pace length. Knowledge of typical gait patterns of equids (e.g. trot and gallop patterns) is also useful: where such patterns are evident, a hominin trackmaker can be excluded. We applied these concepts at Site 1 and Site 2, and did not find evidence to support equids or bovids as trackmakers.

The larger the surface exposure, and the greater the number of tracks and trackways, the less likelihood there is of identification error. Duveau et al.\textsuperscript{25} analysed a tracksite containing 257 footprints in France, attributed to *Homo neandertalensis*. Enough morphological detail was present to permit morphometric analysis, and to lead to the conclusion that the trackmaker represented a single brief occupation event and were made by a small group, with a majority of children. Thus far, a site with such a large number of tracks and such a level of morphological detail has not been encountered on the Cape south coast. The most likely sites for substantial bedding plane exposures that might provide this number of tracks and this level of detail may be on cave ceilings, as described from Robberg.\textsuperscript{66}

Of the four sites described here, one occurs in epirelief, two occur predominantly in hyporelief, and one occurs in both epirelief and hyporelief. The previously noted trend for the southern African sites to be predominantly preserved in hyporelief thus continues. Site 2, where tracks in epirelief occur on the upper surface of a large fallen slab, and the infill of the original surface is preserved above, in situ, in hyporelief, is an unusual and possibly globally unique phenomenon for hominin tracksites.

**Trackmaker stature**

Bennett and Morse\textsuperscript{18} described the challenges and pitfalls inherent in estimating stature, velocity and mass from hominin trackway parameters, and the potential that results for over-interpretation. Nonetheless, stature estimates have been provided for the previously described southern African hominin tracksites: Robert\textsuperscript{17} used a formula derived from global mean data used by Mietto et al.\textsuperscript{25}, whereby trackmaker height = footprint length x 6.67. This led to height estimates of 128.06 cm for the Nahoon trackmaker and 152.07 cm for the Langebaan trackmaker.\textsuperscript{17} This formula, applied to the hominin tracks at the Brenton-on-Sea site, yielded height estimates of 153.4 cm for the largest tracks and ~116 cm for the smaller tracks.

Applying this formula to the larger tracks at Site 1, using a track length of 24 cm, a height estimate of ~160 cm is obtained. For Site 2, the longest tracks (20 cm) yield a height estimate of ~133 cm, and the shorter tracks (13 cm) yield an estimate of ~87 cm. We acknowledge that the lack of fine preservation of the tracks contributes to the level of uncertainty associated with such estimates.

Romano et al.\textsuperscript{27}, in describing very well preserved hominin tracks in an Italian cave, used a foot length/stature ratio of 0.1541, calculated from a sample of Upper Palaeolithic adults. Using this ratio, estimated height = footprint length x 6.49, the above estimates need to be reduced by between 2% and 3%. For example, the height estimate for the trackmaker that created the larger tracks at Site 1 is ~156 cm rather than 160 cm, a difference of only 2.5%.

**Evidence of social behaviour**

At Site 1, Site 2 and the Brenton-on-Sea site\textsuperscript{16}, there is evidence of social behaviour; i.e. none of the sites represents the tracks of lone individuals. Also, given the relatively small size of the palaeosurfaces, the number of individuals represented is likely a minimum number, and there is evidence at these sites of several individuals moving in the same direction. Furthermore, there is no sedimentological evidence against the different trackways having been registered at the same time, i.e. the tracks appear similar in depth and quality of preservation. Together, these sites “fill out” the palaeo-geographical distribution range of hominin activity in the region, complementing the archaeological record of occupation sites along this coast.

**Conclusion**

If the Langebaan site is included, southern Africa now boasts six hominin footprint sites representing the tracks of unshod hominins inferred to represent *Homo sapiens*. These are the six oldest hominin footprint sites thus far reported that are attributed to our own species. They form an important part of what remains a sparse global hominin track record. Although track quality may not be optimal, these sites prove the capacity of coastal aeolianites to reliably preserve such features, and to complement the Middle Stone Age hominin record obtained from other avenues of study. When we survey the rich ichnological record of this region, the conclusion is inescapable: hominin tracks are more common than previously supposed.
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